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I want to f**k him. And that's a problem.He's my only client's son.He's only twenty-one.And he

wants to call me daddy.
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I loved both stories in this book, though I did find the titular story to be more engaging overall.Reece

was lost and rudderless since his mother's death and Cruz was exactly who he needed to bring

focus. Cruz was trapped in his feelings of failure and loss of control over his marriage and needed

Reece to bring him back to himself. Together, they made a great pair.In the second story, Ethan

falling for Garrett was ok, but I actually was a bit squicked out that Garrett lost control so quickly with

his patient. But once they were together, they were hot.

This book was interesting with a lot of uncertainty on the part of one of the people involved.

entertaining.



This was a good story. Cruz is doing a favour for a business associate when he picks Reese up

front the airport. The attraction is immediate but Cruz is reluctant to do amy thing that might interfere

with his real estate development deal.Despite that, Cruz and Reese are soon burning up the

sheets.Low angst, some hurdles along the way, a couple of weeks late they find their HEA. Well

written and has a few hot sex situations.Only complaint is that everything that is thrown in their way

is overcome too quickly. These situations could have been fleshed out more.

This book was a quick read and came off a little like a fairy tale, to me. The Daddy thing isn't played

up a TON, so if that's what gets your attention, just know it's not huge in the story. There's a

business angle here with conflict of interest being the main problem to overcome. There is chemistry

between Cruz and Reese. Things wrap up pretty quickly for them and most problems/solutions lack

some depth. Not bad if you want a quickie read, though.

I was wildly disappointed by two things... 1. Even though this is listed as number 1 in

Transgendered Romance, it isn't. Not sure why it is being categorized there-- Not sure if the author

is just trying to reach more categories or if  does that. But it is very misleading. 2. Nowhere does it

mention that this book is only half of the download. There is a whole second (unrelated) book that

makes up the purchase. So this is a very short story. No wonder it was so insta everything.

Daddy kink is one of my favorite tropes, and after reading the blurb I knew I had to try this. I was not

disappointed by this author's first book. Cruz and Reese immediately hate each other, but there's an

underlying sexual attraction as well. The two have off the charts chemistry and they realize that this

just isn't a weekend tryst. There's low-angst and they get their HEA in the epilogue. I look forward to

more stories by the author.

This was a pretty good story that actually had a story that went along with the hot sex that Cruz and

Reese. Cruz is a man who is into real estate and relying on a loan for his big project. He promises to

watch out after the rich investors son for a weekend. Instantly attracted the two are repelled then

attracted to each other. Choices have to be made along the way Good story.
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